The assessment of existing timber structures comprises several fields of knowledge, each one providing its own piece of information aiming at an effective answer. Even if general guidelines are available, there is still a need for a holistic approach that is able to combine information from different sources and infer upon that information allowing also, in that process, for an updating scheme aiming at a more substantiated decision process. In that scope, this article proposes a methodology for a holistic assessment of timber elements. The methodology combines information gathered in different scales and follows a probabilistic framework that allows for the structural assessment of existing timber elements with possibility of inference and updating of the mechanical properties of the elements, through Bayesian methods. The described methodology is based in four main steps: (i) scale of information; (ii) local and global data; (iii) probability assignment; and (iv) long-term structural analysis. After the description of the methodology, its limitations and possible future modifications are discussed.
Introduction
The large material variability of timber can explain why the design of timber structures has often been based on experience and subjective engineering judgment, having led, in many cases, to conservative solutions. At the present state of knowledge, rational design rules based on detailed material description and validated by comparison with many empirical results are made available to a timber construction designer. However, the safety assessment of existing structures and the characterization of traditional wooden building techniques remain true challenges.
When dealing with existing timber structures, the structural safety assessment and evaluation of each component, either the element itself or its connections, and the system reliability must be determined according to the present and onsite conditions of the structure. On the other hand, maintenance plans, or when necessary repair or strengthening actions, must be considered within the framework of the lifecycle evaluation of the structure based on its predicted durability and vulnerability to exterior actions.
The assessment of existing timber structures comprises several fields of knowledge, each one providing its own piece of information, aiming at a better and more complete answer. Large-scale timber specimens should be experimentally tested to determine the influence of each of those sources of information. However, it is often not possible to experimentally evaluate full-scale structures or elements due to onsite conditions, social or cultural restrictions, or even economic impediments. As a consequence, it is of interest to predict the behavior of large-scale timber elements by consideration of the mechanical properties of small specimens complemented with information obtained at the global scale of the element. Therefore, inspection and evaluation of the onsite structural properties, many times using visual grading and non-destructive testing, represent an important step in the assessment of existing timber structures and have a significant role in their diagnosis, analysis and conservation. To that aim, the conception and implementation of methodologies for safety assessment of existing timber elements are needed, in particular through the analysis of small scale specimens aided by the information of visual grading and non-destructive testing. Although several methodologies provide definitions and guidelines for specific problems, there is still a need for a holistic approach able to combine information from different sources and infer upon that information, also allowing for an updating process and a sound decision process. Thus, this work proposes a methodology based on well-established premises, providing guidelines for a holistic assessment of timber elements.
Present methodology for assessment
The assessment of timber structures is often based on the experience of engineering judgement which provides it with a non-quantifiable subjective nature. To minimize that subjectivity, the conditions and state of conservation of the structure can be tested and evaluated through different methods.
In the case of heritage timber structures, a greater expense, both in the survey/diagnosis/assessment of the structure and in the repair methods that are employed, might be justified due to their historical significance and cultural value. Within that scope, the best possible assessment of its current structural characteristics should be considered, which may require the use of more precise and sophisticated methods than the commonly used, with associated costs that are unbearable for common structures. The framework for assessment of heritage timber structures was detailed in Cruz et al. (2013) , as summarized in Figure 1 . The method is mainly divided in three parts: (i) preliminary assessment; (ii) structural analysis and detailed assessment; and (iii) assessment results and future actions.
The assessment and intervention on common timber structures is often based on visual inspection of the structure and consequent elaboration of damage maps or datasheets that indicate the segments or regions of the structure that are of higher structural concern and in need of intervention (Macchioni et al. 2012; Alessandri et al. 2012; Lourenço et al. 2013) .
When further information is needed to better understand the actual conditions of the structure, non-destructive tests or even the removal and mechanical testing of small size specimens are possible. Nevertheless, these procedures only determine the condition of the structure at a given time period and often the whole assessment must be repeated to consider new information. In this case, the use of probabilistic methods allows for a continuous structural assessment able to incorporate the uncertainty of the assessment instruments, the subjectivity of the analysis and also to provide a consistent tool for updating the analysis with new information (Cointe et al. 2007; Zona et al. 2011; Sousa et al. 2013b ).
Assessment instruments
The methodology proposed in this article is based on the combination of data taken from different scales, both at material and structural element levels. To that aim, the data is obtained through results of visual inspection and non-destructive tests complemented with mechanical testing of small size specimens.
Visual inspection is a global testing method used to identify the overall condition of the structure and wood members, and it is considered the most important step in the assessment process (Kasal 2010) . Several authors even mention that visual inspection is required to determine the original timber characteristics and the damage history during its service life (Ross et al. 1998; Tampone et al. 2002) . Although it may be preceded by a preliminary desk survey, when doing, for example the historical survey of heritage structures, visual inspection is the first step to a full diagnostic of an existing structure and often a crucial factor that determines the plan of interventions (Cruz et al. 2013) .
During visual inspection, the natural defects and deterioration are detected, characterized, and inventoried. Natural defects include features such as knots, slope of grain, deformation, wane, and seasoning checks, while deterioration includes damage from insect infestation or fungal decay (biologic attack). Besides the presence of defects in elements, it is crucial to survey the moisture content and/or water infiltrations, as those may contribute to the presence of biological activity. Special attention must be given to the connections between elements and its condition. The structural safety is highly dependent on the performance of the connections, however few standards address the visual inspection of connections with due concern.
After visual inspection, timber grading is made based on the size, number and location of defects related to the member's size and structural use. This grading is often controlled by a critical segment of the member and accounts for its residual cross section (section without the portion decayed by biotic agents). An example of this procedure is found in the Italian standard UNI 11119 (UNI 2004) . This standard establishes objectives, procedures, and requirements for the diagnosis of the state of conservation and estimates the mechanical properties (resistance and stiffness) for structural wood elements present in cultural heritage buildings. Several other testing methods were made available during the last decades, as to answer different questions regarding the characterization of timber. Depending on its nature, application and damage that they produce to the inspected elements, these tests are defined into different categories. One of the most important division is that which defines the amount of damage made to the material while performing the test, resulting into three categories (Kasal and Anthony 2004) . When a test does not produce damage it is denominated as nondestructive testing (NDT), or semi-destructive (SDT) when only minor damage is made. On the other side, destructive testing (DT) takes place when the material or element is damaged in such way that it cannot be recovered.
Although NDT has the advantage of maintaining the full integrity of the element, it does not provide a high level of information and a large amount of measurements are necessary to provide a preliminary material characterization. Only DT allows for a complete and reliable material characterization, even if it is usually inadequate in the assessment of historic structures. As in DT, the advantage of SDT is that the mechanical property under study is measured directly and is not obtained indirectly, whereas NDT relies on the relationship (often correlation) between the measured data and a mechanical parameter (either strength or stiffness).
Although, in an overall sense, all of these tests and procedures are intended to give a better understanding of the material characterization, they often individually provide only insight of a specific parameter or property. For instance, many NDTs require information provided by SDTs in order to correlate the data with the mechanical properties of timber (e.g., ultrasonic methods depend on the knowledge of density and moisture contents, obtained by SDT for a reliable estimation of timber's stiffness). Therefore, the timber assessment should comprise a thorough testing procedure, combining different tests and regarding a variety of parameters (e.g., dimensional stability, mechanical strength, durability, or moisture content), so that timber can be correctly graded according to accepted professional guidelines or national regulations. With concern to existing structures, several methods have been established to evaluate timber onsite, and the choice of a specific method depends on the particular information that is required. Further information about individual test methods are summarized in the RILEM TC 215 state-of-the-art report (Kasal and Tannert 2010) . Detailed information on the onsite application of NDTs was provided in Riggio et al. (2014) and Dackerman et al. (2014) , while onsite application of SDTs was dealt with in Tannert et al. (2014) . These works cover important issues related to the onsite application of main testing methods, such as basics, equipment, field procedures, sampling, result interpretation, and limitations.
Proposed holistic methodology

Methodology and application
The combination of results from different tests and visual inspection can be used to determine the present condition of an existing timber element and to predict its structural performance. In Calderoni et al. (2006) , the global influence of relevant defect patterns on the behavior of chestnut floor beams was evaluated by comparing their overall behaviour with the actual material response obtained by compression, bending, and shear tests on defect-free small specimens. Several other works have proposed this combination of information aiming at the evaluation of individual and global mechanical properties (Branco et al. 2010; Faggiano et al. 2011; Machado 2013) , and a probabilistic approach is often used Köhler 2011, 2014a; , since these methods are prone to incorporate the uncertainty of the initial data and to update it with new information. However, a consistent and global framework allowing for the assessment, updating and intervention planning is yet to be established for the probabilistic evaluation of existing timber structures.
In this scenario, a holistic methodology for the assessment of timber elements is proposed by combining onsite and laboratory data with the determination of probabilistic parameters that are suitable for reliability analysis and updating through different Bayesian methods. The methodology is portrayed in Figure 2 . The method is based on the determination of the material properties of clear wood specimens, and subsequently combined with information obtained through the analysis of defects by visual inspection and NDT, allowing for the assessment of the element at a structural scale. This concept, although widely used in timber engineering Köhler 2011, 2014a; , is here used within a framework that allows the structural assessment of existing timber elements with possibility of inference and updating of the elements' mechanical properties.
The methodology is divided into four main steps. In the first two steps, the information is divided according to the scale of the element and the source of data. With these initial steps it is possible to implement the information that commonly is available to an engineer, and to divide it considering the material scale (clear wood) or the structural scale (element). Afterward, the information is used to establish the reference properties, both local and global, in a probabilistic framework that allows for the prediction and inference of the mechanical properties. Finally, the results are used for the structural reliability assessment of the existing structure allowing for the definition of the intervention (if required) and the inclusion of monitoring and maintenance plans through the updating process. Next, a detailed description of each step is provided and explained through exemplifying diagrams. The results evidenced within the examples of each phase were based on the experimental campaigns and researches of Lourenço et al. (2013) , , and Sousa et al. (2016) .
Scale of information
Within this methodology, it is important to determine the scale to each source of information refers to. The variability in timber's mechanical properties may be divided according to different scales, allowing for a better definition of local or global properties affected by the amount of defects or condition. On this methodology, the scale of information does not only comprise the variation of size within elements in terms of geometric dimension (width, height, length, and volume) or shape (round or rectangular cross section), but also considers the state of conservation when distinguishing between apparent or residual cross section. Another premise of this step is that the information retrieved on smaller size scales is fundamental to the mechanical properties of larger size scales and, therefore, for the same element there is a dependency between results of different scales. Figure 3 shows an example of a hierarchic representation of different scales. In this case three scales are selected, considering the state of conservation of onsite elements to the cross-section scale. However, size and scale effects should be determined to correlate information between scales.
Size, length, and the distance between defects are parameters that constrain the mechanical behavior of the affected cross sections and nearby sections of a structural element. In this case, the properties of wood located between defects (clear wood) are expected to correspond to higher strength and stiffness, and to present less variability, when compared to sections of timber influenced by defects. Thus, it is not prudent to consider only the results of mechanical tests of small samples without defects, since its presence largely influences the element's structural behavior.
At the element level, several attempts have been made to hierarchically model the stiffness and strength of timber members, by considering the presence of weak sections separated by segments of clear wood (Riberholt and Madsen 1979; Isaksson 1999; Fink and Köhler 2011; . Even for the same scale, the dimensions of a specific timber element affect the strength, since there is a higher probability of having a weaker section for an element with larger length or with larger cross section. Size effect is already being considered in design regulations such as in the EN 1995-1-1 (CEN 2004). Figure 2 . Holistic methodology for probabilistic safety assessment, inference, and updating of timber elements combining information from different scales.
Local and global data
One of the principles of this proposed methodology is the combination of local data obtained at the material scale with global data obtained at the element scale, in order to evaluate the elements' performance at a structural level. To that aim it is essential to obtain proper information from both scales.
In the material scale, small size clear wood specimens may be taken from the structure as to assess the mechanical properties of the element when not influenced by defects or level of conservation, through NDT and DT. The results obtained by the analysis of these small clear wood specimens may, subsequently, be correlated with the results of NDT in order to indirectly obtain indication about other mechanical properties.
The extraction of small specimens is an SDT which accuracy depends on the adoption of appropriate sampling criteria. Small specimens are extracted from the structural member, such that its dimensions are smaller than wood's natural defects or significantly smaller than the member itself, ensuring that the strength of the member is not affected. In this case, regarding the variability within member, the number of measurements will greatly affect the reliability of the prediction of the desired parameter due to the different variability values from one size scale to another. Specimens should be taken from segments of the timber element without defects (clear wood specimens) but also from critical sections of the element, as to be representative of the sample (sections with higher loading conditions or with deterioration). Due to its small dimensions of the specimens, the sampling criteria must attend to the number of growth rings and to the proportionality between early and latewood. Recommendations regarding those parameters may be found in ASTM D143 (ASTM 2000) regarding different methods for testing small clear specimens of timber.
The number of specimens and the location where they should be extracted depends on the mechanical property that is being analyzed and on the accuracy of the testing method itself. In a probabilistic assessment, the number of tests should be considered accordingly to the importance of the analysis and its objective. For instance, a minimum sample size of 40 specimens is recommended on ISO 13910 (ISO 2005) for the determination of characteristic values. In other cases, as proposed in ISO 3129 (2012) the minimum number of specimens for extraction may be considered directly related to the coefficient of variation of the property in analysis. However, often a large number of samples is required in order to obtain a stable sample coefficient of variation.
In the case of existing timber elements, a compromise between the desired reliability for the information and the needed amount of specimens always should be considered as to avoid unnecessary extractions of timber specimens. Detailed information about different SDTs and its conditions of use, including sampling criteria, may be found in Tannert et al. (2014) .
Currently, the extraction of small-size specimens is a well-established procedure and several authors presented correlations of NDT with mechanical properties for small clear wood specimens Feio et al. 2007; Calderoni et al. 2010 ). The information obtained through this approach often presents an upper limit of the actual mechanical properties of the element, and it is necessary to reduce these values attending to the defects and level of conservation of the element. To that aim, global testing such as visual inspection and other NDT results may be considered. In this case, visual inspection should comprise the analysis of the entire element, taking into account its state of conservation, loading conditions, and existence of critical sections. Moreover, the inspection should also be sufficiently detailed as to distinguish the variation of the defects along the element's dimensions, thus defining and distinguishing between sections of clear wood and sections with defects of different sizes and importance. It is recommended that different visual grades are given to each section of the element, according to the defects (considering as example the knot size, misalignment of fibers, and crack width), in order to evidence and estimate the possible variation of mechanical properties along the element. According to this visual grading, different reduction coefficients may be considered, which will downgrade the mechanical properties obtained for small clear wood specimens in proportion with the level of defectiveness.
Another important aspect of this step, for the framework of the methodology, is that the data obtained is not only assessed within the same scale but it is also correlated to the data of different scales. For that, correlation between the different tests (sampling of clear wood specimens, visual inspection, NDT, and others) should be considered between the different scales of the same element, as to provide a prior database for evaluation of elements to which only information on one of the scales was attained. Figure 4 presents an example of this phase, considering the local information obtained through the correlation of mechanical tests in clear wood specimens and NDT (e.g., ultrasounds). In the work of Sousa (2013) different NDT were correlated with mechanical properties of chestnut timber elements at different scales. Results of ultrasound, pin penetration, and drilling resistance tests were correlated with bending, compression, and tension modulus of elasticity. The results of NDT were better correlated with bending stiffness achieving coefficients of determination (r 2 ) above 0.80, which represents a high correlation according to the proposed in the probabilistic model code for timber (JCSS 2006) . Results of coefficients of determination between NDTs and modulus of elasticity for old timber elements were compiled in Cavalli and Togni (2013) . Also in that work, a testing approach similar to the considered in this example was considered. In that case, 13 old timber members of Silver Fir were visually graded and tested with different NDTs for the density and modulus of elasticity estimation. The tests comprised of flexural and longitudinal vibrational tests, stress wave transmission time, and pin penetration depth. The timber elements were also tested in a fourpoint bending tests to determinate the local and global modulus of elasticity. In that experimental campaign it was possible to divide the timber elements in three grades, through visual inspection, on the basis of the presence and extension of defects. Also, the example presented in Figure 4 considered visual inspection as a global test and was used to differentiate between distinct value ranges for a reference property (in this case bending modulus of elasticity). The limits of mean modulus of elasticity ranged from 14000 N/mm 2 to 8600 N/mm 2 for the higher and lower visual grades, respectively (Sousa et al. 2014) .
Bending properties were also considered as reference properties in the experimental campaign of Piazza and Riggio (2008), where hardness tests and ultrasound testing were used at the local scale for indirect measurement of bending stiffness. In that work, the results of both measurements as well as of visual grading have been compared to the stiffness as directly measured through bending tests. In Figure 4 , the type of tests considered in both scales were four-point bending tests as they allow to obtain direct information upon a reference property, namely the bending modulus of elasticity. In Sousa et al. (2016) , regarding a multi-scale experimental evaluation, strong correlations between local and global modulus of elasticity (E m,l and E m,g , respectively) were found within the same experimental phase (r 2 = 0.82 in sawn beams and r 2 = 0.89 in sawn boards). Moderate to high correlations between E m,l and E m,g for different experimental phases (r 2 = 0.68 and 0.71, respectively) were found.
Probability assignment
After gathering the initial data, it is necessary to hierarchically divide it in different levels of importance regarding the scope of the analysis. In parallel, it is necessary to convert the information into individual parameters that may efficiently represent it, without losing its significance. For that purpose, this methodology proposes to probabilistically define those properties with interest to the analysis, such as the expected mean value, variation, and probability distribution. The layout of probabilistic models is often based on empirical data mostly combined with physical considerations, experience, and good judgment. A classic procedure to assess if a given random variable may be well defined by a certain probability distribution, is the use of probability papers. Having selected a probability distribution family, the probability paper is an extremely useful tool for the purpose of checking the plausibility of the selected family (Faber 2012) . From probability papers, it is possible to assess the parameters of the inherent distribution with respect to the configuration of a given straight line (location and slope). However, a more efficient and accurate method is the Maximum Likelihood Method (Deublein et al. 2011 ), based on finding the set of parameters of an assumed probability distribution function which most likely characterizes the underlying data sample (Köhler 2007) . Maximum Likelihood Estimates have been used by several authors to determine the probabilistic data parameters of timber's properties (Ditlevsen and Källsner 1998; Fink and Köhler 2011; Deublein et al. 2011) , as well as its inherent uncertainty (Sousa et al. 2013b ) and its tail distribution behavior (Faber et al. 2004 ). The validity of the obtained parameters may afterwards be verified by use of χ 2 goodness-of-fit tests. This framework has also been based on the probabilistic model code (PMC) for timber structures issued by the Joint Committee for Structural Safety (JCSS), where stochastic resistance models for timber as a construction material are specified (JCSS 2006) . The stochastic models that characterize the mechanical properties of timber are described in that document, where from the knowledge of some specific properties, considered explicitly, one may obtain the others implicitly. Therefore, a full and precise application of this code requires the capability to predict these properties. The explicitly considered properties are defined as reference properties or also so-called key properties. These properties are generally chosen in accordance with visual stress-grading or from tests carried with similar material (Toratti et al. 2007 ). In the case of the PMC, these properties, assumed as reference, are the bending strength f m , bending modulus of elasticity E m , and density ρ m . The other mechanical properties of timber can be defined based in the reference properties through empirical expressions.
The models and values present in the PMC are intended as generic models in case no further detailed information is available. If further information is obtainable, the information in the code may be considered as the prior information in a Bayesian updating process.
Having determined the probabilistic parameters of the reference properties, its correlations to other properties and variation within scales, it is possible to predict the global properties of the element based on local information. To that aim, the material properties obtained through local testing are attributed to the clear wood sections, whereas the mechanical properties of sections with defects are reduced according to the visual grading results. After defining each section with its estimated properties, a global analysis, at the element scale, may be performed through linear elastic analysis. Given that the uncertainty and probabilistic variation of the properties are defined, it is also possible to locate sections and attribute the mechanical properties to the material in a random-based method (Sousa et al. 2014) .
By combination of the initial data with the prediction of the global properties it is possible to infer about different scenarios of prior data. In this framework, the use of Bayesian Probabilistic Networks (BPN) are considered as they establish a consistent framework between the prior information that is provided and the estimated results. Through the analysis of the conditional probabilities within the network, it is also possible to determine the causal relation (cause-effect) and dependencies between variables, therefore taking into account the expertise of the engineer. The common representation of a BPN consists in a directed acyclic graph, composed by a set of nodes, representing each system variable, connected by a set of directed edges, linking the variables as regards to their dependency or cause-effect relationship. Each variable node represents a random variable, which is either defined as a continuous random variable or as a finite set of mutually exclusive discrete states (intervals). The applicability and framework for construction of BPN in the field of reliability analysis has been addressed in, for example, Langseth and Portinale (2007) and Marquez et al. (2010) , while in Deublein et al. (2011) hierarchical modeling through this method has been used to analyse the influence of different origins or dimensions of sawn structural timber on the relevant timber material properties accounting machine stressgrading indicators, and in Sousa et al. (2013a) for visual grading efficiency assessment.
At this point, the inference process should not be considered as an updating procedure, as it only considers the prior data that was used to perform the first prediction and classification of the global properties. Figure 5 exemplifies this phase by considering the bending modulus of elasticity as the analyzed reference property. The probabilistic distribution is determined using probability papers that were also confirmed by maximum likelihood estimates. In this example, lognormal distributions were considered due to its better fit to the experimental data and also attending to the recommendations given by the JCSS (2006) . Then, the respective expected value and variation were determined with the cumulative distribution function of E m,g being similar in the different test scales (Sousa et al. 2016) . The mean values of sawn boards bending tests were 18% and 7% higher than the equivalent values obtained for sawn beams, respectively, for E m,l and E m,g . In this example, the correlation between scales was analyzed considering the results of global and local modulus of elasticity in different scales as considered in Figures 3 and 4 .
Probabilistic based models were also considered in Tannert et al. (2010) , where experimental investigations were carried out aiming on the development of a probabilistic model to predict the strength of dovetails connections considering the size effect. Also, in Tannert et al. (2011) a probabilistic model that accounted to the scale sensitivity of the material strength was proposed, which was modeled using Weibull statistics.
In this example, correlation between scales is also considered by the analysis of the coefficient of variation (CoV) of the parameter in study. In Figure 5 , that analysis represents the variation of this parameter in different scales for the measurement of ultrasound tests. The results of the ultrasound tests, that were correlated with bending stiffness in the previous phases of this proposed method, evidence a decrease in the mean value of CoV for lower size scales.
Besides the study of CoV in different scales, analysis of the variability of a given property may also be included by use of ANOVA tests, aiming at Figure 5 . Example of probability assignment for a reference property and parameters for prediction and inference analysis.
determining the importance of different parameters. This procedure was considered in Tannert and Haukaas (2013) for the analysis of the configuration of dovetail connections. Two levels of parameters were considered regarding 80 tests of single and double dovetail joints. After defining the probabilistic parameter of the property in study, the final part of this phase considers the implementation of those results in an inference model by applying Bayesian methods.
Long-term structural analysis
Long-term structural analysis requires not only the assessment of the design conditions but also the continuous updating of the structures' present conditions as to take more substantiated decisions. Moreover, it is needed to predict or estimate the future performance of a structure in order to propose adequate maintenance or intervention plans. Figure 6 exemplifies this phase considering that new information was obtained through visual inspection and correlated with bending strength for different visual grades. This information will complement and update the prior existing knowledge available for the structural analysis of the timber elements.
The initial information may consider the design plans or information about the material characterization, however it is common not to have this information especially when dealing with historical constructions. In that case, it is needed to conduct a desk survey aiming at retrieving all possible information, such as historical documentation that may allow to determine when and how the structure was made and what materials were used. However, when even this information is not available, an initial preliminary visual survey is necessary, which will be then complemented with the experience based opinion of the inspector about the condition of the timber elements. This initial information should consider the assessment of the structure regarding the construction methods that were employed when the building was made and also comparison to similar construction systems or buildings of the same period and/or region. This initial information must also consider the geometric survey of the elements as to obtain a first design plan of the structural model. After obtaining this preliminary data, a more careful inspection should be considered. In Figure 6 , the material characterization was complemented with the information of visual inspection, allowing to differentiate the elements in visual grades with significant differences in the mean bending strength. By consideration of different hypothesis for the visual grading, the probabilistic safety assessment resulted in distinct reliability indexes . For example, when the timber element is visually graded as class I, the reliability index is 5.82, while it may Figure 6 . Schematic procedure for a decision process considering an updating process. decrease down to 1.33 when the element is considered not suitable for structural use. This information, combined with the use of decay models , may be used in the prediction of the future performance of the element, and therefore be useful in the definition of maintenance and intervention planning.
The consideration of local data, obtained through experimental tests, for the determination of the global behavior of the element was also considered in Branco et al. (2010) and Riggio et al. (2014) . In both studies, the results were then used to infer on the possibility and performance of possible intervention and strengthening techniques. Meanwhile in Tannert and Haukaas (2013) , the possibility of updating a model for the prediction of the structural performance of dovetail joints was developed with Bayesian techniques, as is also considered in the example proposed in Figure 6 .
To follow is a general description regarding the main steps of this phase.
Reliability assessment
Stochastic reliability methods due to their probabilistic nature, when applied to structural engineering problems, allow to consider a large amount of information about the basic variables involved in the safety assessment of an existing structure. In structural reliability applications, it is often necessary to consider the characteristic values of demand and resistance, and thus in the large majority of cases the solution is found in the probability distribution extremes. This type of problems is usually denominated as a tail sensitivity problem. Accounting this premise, the probability of failure is extremely sensitive to the probabilistic parameters chosen for the probability distribution, and thus the importance of correctly defining and calibrating the probabilistic model according to the existing data in the previous steps of the analysis.
The detailing of the specific algorithms for different reliability assessment is outside the scope of this article, as they are firmly well established in literature for existing structures (Schneider 1997; Faber 2000) . Nevertheless, specific concerns for the assessment of the mechanical properties of timber structures should be taken in consideration as described in (Larsen 2001; Köhler et al. 2007; Lourenço et al. 2013; Rosowsky, 2013) , as well as for the load effects (Sørensen et al. 2005) .
Decision process
Based on the initial reliability analysis, the assessment engineer may take different decisions regarding the need, or lack thereof, to intervene on the existing timber structure and, in case it is needed, what kind of intervention is more adequate. The proposed methodology also allows for the definition of different maintenance plans, as in the inference level it is possible to assess different scenarios and even to implement a time dependent analysis provided that dynamic probabilistic networks are assumed.
Since this methodology allows for the implementation of the engineers' experience along the different steps of the analysis, the results of the assessment may slightly differ attending to different levels of expertise. To minimize that effect, an updating process is considered where through the consideration of new information the updated prediction and inference can be more precise and adequate to the structure in analysis. The incorporation of an updating process allows that information retrieved from a monitoring system can also be implemented in the assessment procedure without need to initiate the analysis from the starting point.
Updating
Throughout their lifetime structures change due to many aspects, from natural causes (such as material deterioration, environment exposure, and long-term effects of loads in structures), to human decisions (such as modification of the structure or change of use) or even by accidental actions, only to mention a few. Thus, the assessment of existing structures should be regarded as a successive process of model updating and consequent evaluation regarding new information. This information may also be retrieved from monitoring systems to which an assessment methodology that supports the possibility of continuous updating may be required.
In this methodology, Bayesian methods are considered for parameter and model updating as they allow quantifying an approximation about the statistical uncertainty related to the estimated parameters, regarding both the physical uncertainty of the considered variable, as well as the statistical uncertainty related to the model parameters. However, for making this possible, it is necessary to take into account the measurement and the model uncertainties in the probabilistic model formulation. The fundamentals for updating have been described in (Faber 2000) and applied for updating timber elements' reference properties in and also considering NDT data in Sousa et al. (2013b) for assessment of different decay scenarios, and in Fink and Köhler (2014b) for updating the load and resistance properties of a partly failed timber construction based on different kinds of information.
In this methodology, the updating scheme is based on different Bayesian methods which results may produce changes at different steps of the assessment. When new information is known for the local mechanical properties of the timber element by consequence of new tests or data sources, therefore independent data from the prior analysis, the updating process leads to the second step of the proposed methodology. This process is made through Bayes' theorem, updating the prior distribution functions into posterior distribution functions. Otherwise, when new information leads only to the change in the global analysis of the element, the updating may be made through inference on the Bayesian Probabilistic Network at the inference level.
Discussion
The previously described methodology for assessment of timber elements is based on four main steps: (i) scale of information; (ii) local and global data; (iii) probability assignment; and (iv) long-term structural analysis. All steps require different levels of knowledge upon wood science and timber engineering. The first two steps are specifically related to the correlation between scales, selection of tests, and source of information which is a common starting point to other evaluation methodology. The innovation of this methodology, compared to others, resides in the possibility of combining this information in a probabilistic framework allowing for the prediction, inference, and updating of the reference properties of timber elements, within a holistic framework.
The prior information considered in this methodology was chosen accordingly to usual available data and common practice, as it intends to be used not only for heritage structures, where more resources can be applied, but also in regular existing timber structures. Nevertheless, even if the proposed methodology suggests to combine information at the material scale by sampling of small size clear wood specimens combined with NDT and visual inspection at the element scale, it also allows to combine information from different sources, such as from load-proof tests or destructive testing, just by adding another scale in the first step of the analysis and its correlations to the other scales.
Numerical modeling information, even if not resulting from a probabilistic approach, may also be considered for the prediction and inference of the global properties or otherwise considered as posterior information in the updating process, by consideration of different levels of importance for the prior information.
A requirement to the implementation of this methodology, as in other probabilistic-based assessments, is that a large amount of data is needed. In this case a significant effort is required for the construction of a database for the determination of the reference properties. Nevertheless, by consideration of the correlations between scales it is possible to calibrate the present methodology for the case where only scarce information on one scale is available, provided that a prior database is available for similar conditions. One advantage of the methodology is that the level of information may be adapted according to the importance or need of the analysis, and after it may be updated with newer or more complete information.
The proposed methodology adopts a combination of several techniques aiming at the assessment of existing timber elements accounting information from different sources, and it is suggested to be integrally followed as a complete assessment tool. However, attending to the specificities of the analysis, one may choose to favor one specific procedure or step within the methodology. This is also taken into consideration in this methodology, as it is possible to attribute different levels of belief and importance to each one of the steps taking into account its Bayesian nature.
Conclusions
The mechanical properties of timber elements may be assessed individually by different techniques, however the analysis of the global mechanical performance of a timber element requires a holistic methodology capable of combining the information from different sources, as well as to attend to different load scenarios or level of conservation. In this article, a probabilistic-based methodology was proposed taking into account the combination of information retrieved in both material and structural scale. To that aim, the presented methodology evidenced the possibility of using sampling of clear wood specimens for representation of the material scale combined with results of visual grading at the structural scale. Also, the variation within the same scale and correlation between different scales were taken into account in the proposed methodology.
First, the initial data is probabilistically parameterized and the reference properties are selected attending to the scope of the analysis. Second, the methodology proposes to predict and infer about the global properties based on the variation and distribution of the local mechanical properties and visual grading of the elements.
The methodology's final step considers the assessment of the timber element through a reliability analysis described along this article, which poses as the defining parameter for the decision process of the assessment engineer. Ultimately, the decision process may be aided by new information implemented through a Bayesian updating scheme that allows to act and influence at different levels of the assessment methodology.
Although the proposed methodology is based on reliability and probabilistic analysis, it is also compatible with information obtained deterministically through other sources than those presented here, as well to be modified as to privilege different types and objectives of assessment, thus posing as a viable solution not only for heritage timber structures but also to other existing timber structural structures.
